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The WoodRidge Experience


WoodRidge Custom Homes has all the skills and expertise to craft and create your custom home. We begin with your inspiration and apply our decades of knowledge and experience to help you chose the best design and style that reflects your vision. Together we will immerse ourselves into every detail of your architectural design with a meticulous eye and seek out extraordinary and quality building materials.
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We collaborate with a talented team of interior designers, suppliers, subcontractors, finish work craftsmen and landscape designers from inception to completion. The combination of your vision and our expertise is the key to put your mind at ease during the process from house to home. Our success as a custom home builder is subject to your satisfaction, pride in our work, and overall quality of your dream home. We take this responsibility very seriously and with the utmost confidence.  Here at WoodRidge our custom home building experience is about you.
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THE WOODRIDGE DIFFERENCE


WoodRidge Custom Homes believes in a motto that is simple, yet highly effective. The prominent key to any successful business is reputation. Reputation includes several variants; professionalism, integrity, passion and quality. WoodRidge believes in keeping its reputation of the highest order. By following these key variants, it ensures that we remain a sought after custom home builder.

WoodRidge offers nearly four decades of combined experience in custom home building, and along with this experience comes sound advice and expertise. Everything we do is for our homeowners. We pride ourselves on being responsive to your needs, as your vision is our passion. Once we establish a relationship with our clients, it is our intention to maintain that relationship long after the last nail has been set.
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The first Featured Home Builder in Suncadia
Suncadia Featured Home Builder Since 2012
100+ Custom Homes built in Suncadia and Tumble Creek








 


                    













        







                    

 


When you care about what you do, it shows in your work.


At WoodRidge, we pride ourselves on the quality of design our homes exude. They reflect artistry, comfort and function in a home that beautifully meets the needs of today's lifestyle. Our expertise and experience has earned us the highest level of respect in our industry. We deliver extraordinary levels of craftsmanship while providing an exceptional concierge-level of service to our clients.
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Custom Homes
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Quality

The quality is evident in the attention to detail combined with the finishing touches that make every room your favorite room in the house.


Careful selection of the best quality materials, the latest design features, and choosing the finest finishes are trademarks of a WoodRidge custom home. We hire high end custom finish carpenters who pride themselves in their work.


"The reliability and integrity of the WoodRidge Custom Homes is beyond reproach. The quality and adherence to budget were spot on while the craftsmanship and finished product were more than we expected for our budget." - Rick S.













                    

Design

Here at WoodRidge, we express our creativity and your vision through design.


Your home needs to meet your every desire and ultimately function with ease for every member of your family. We collaborate with architects and interior designers from inception to completion. Together we design your home specific to your needs and ensure that your standards are met and your expectations exceeded.


"My wife and I feel very fortunate that we found WoodRidge Custom Homes to build our home near Cle Elum in the resort community of Suncadia. We do not hesitate to highly recommend them. And it was finished ahead of schedule!" - Lowell P.
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Style

Your unique style needs to shine in the design and finishes of your home. We completely understand.


We build homes that are the ultimate expression of your personal taste and preference. We have an established team of interior designers who represent a variety of style options. Allow their expertise combined with your vision to create a unique and innovative design that matches the style and character of you. 


"WoodRidge develops a bond with their clients and exceeds their expectations by providing valuable input with regard to the interior finishes and extra touches that enhance their living experience in their new home. I would highly recommend WoodRidge as a contractor for your new dream home." - Rick Jones and Associates













                    

Beauty

Every element of your new home will reflect a beauty and comfort that will make you proud to live in a WoodRidge custom home.


Allow us to create living spaces that you can host and entertain family and friends, and thoroughly enjoy. We want to make certain that you take pride in your beautiful home. This is just as important to our team at WoodRidge as it is to you.


"We elected to go with WoodRidge after interviewing four different builders. WoodRidge quickly went to the top of our list. They took a leadership role in a very complex custom home build. They were accommodating, encouraging and patient. Above all else, their expertise in this project was obvious from the start."
- MyFunnyFin
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Proven Experience
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Communication
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Environmentally Friendly Construction
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Honesty and Transparency
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Portfolio

Allow our design team to assist you with all your home finishes to reflect your style and take the stress out of the building process.


Designing a custom home comes along with a lot of decisions that will result in the look and feel of your new home. It is important that your home reflects your preferences, lifestyle, and represents your individual style. Ultimately your house needs to feel like home. 

View a few examples of the stunning fine finishes and craftsmanship in our WoodRidge custom home portfolio.


View Portfolio
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We welcome you to visit our new WoodRidge Design Center in Cle Elum Washington.
Allow us to show you the WoodRidge difference during a visit to our showroom, meet our team,
and explore how we can make your dream home a reality
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Meet Our Team













                        

107 East 1st Street Cle Elum, WA 98922


Sales: (253)-350-4925 | Design Center: (509) 260-9724












 

    
        
            
                Community Links

Suncadia Resort
WSDOT Pass Report & Forecast

Cle Elum Downtown Association
Kittitas County Chamber of Commerce 
Cle Elum Visitors Center 


Resource Links

Kittitas County Building Dept.
Kittitas County
Central Wash. Home Builders Assoc.
National Assoc. of Homebuilders
Built Green
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Featured Builder Since 2012
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